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ABSTRACT
Hand-held controllers enable all kinds of interaction in Virtual Reality (VR), such as object manipulation as well as for locomotion.
VR shoes allow using the hand exclusively for naturally manual
tasks, such as object manipulation, while locomotion could be realized through feet input – just like in the physical world. While
hand-held VR controllers became standard input devices for consumer VR products, VR shoes are only barely available, and also
research on that input modality remains open questions. We contribute here with open-source VR shoes and describe how to build
and implement them as Unity3D input device. We hope to support
researchers in VR research and practitioners in VR product design
to increase usability and natural interaction in VR.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Virtual reality; Interaction
devices.

Figure 1: VR Shoes used in Unity3D allow for physically
walking through virtual environments
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INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

While natural object manipulation is often realized using two hands,
feet are used to move around in our physical environment. However,
interaction in VR is not yet realized in the same way. Hand-held controllers have became standard input devices for VR head-mounted
displays (HMD) to allow for all kinds of interactions, including
menu control, object manipulation as well as self-propelled movements through VR, known as locomotion. To support feet input
as a more natural input technique for locomotion, VR shoes are
currently entering the consumer market. Cybershoes1 is, for example, a kickstarter project for VR shoes being used while sitting, and
Vortrax 2 are VR shoes consisting of mini treadmills mounted on the
1 https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/cybershoes/cybershoes-step-into-vr

2 https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/jamie-hyneman-s-virtual-reality-electric-shoes-vr/
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sole of the shoe. Moreover, Google patented VR shoes that allow
infinite walking in limited space3 .
The use of footwear as a wearable VR input device has furthermore been the subject of various research and studies. Paradiso
et al. developed a system to capture detailed, multimodal gesture
expressed at the foot and monitored dancer’s activity [5]. This system is embodied in a pair of shoes, each measures 16 degrees of
freedom (tactile, inertial, positional). Yao et al. investigated a vibrotactile interface applied to shoes to communicate the rhythm and
tempo of music for hearing handicapped dancers [8]. El Achkar et
al. suggested a solely based wearable system for physical activity
recognition [1]. Geißler et al. presented Sensole, a tactile interface
using the foot especially the plantar as an input channel. Saunders and Vogel investigated Tap-Kick-Click is a combination of an
insole with force sensors and Kinect to perform foot interaction
techniques for a standing desk to control application commands [6].
Junji et al. proposed shoes that guide the user through shoe vibrations while walking [7]. Frey described the concept of CabBoots for
an alternate tactile interface for pedestrian guidance applications
applied to the foot [2]. Matthies et al. studied ShoeSoleSense, an
insole interface that allows for location-independent, hands-free,
foot-level interaction for motion control in a VR installation such
as straight-ahead, turn, and jump [3, 4]. In addition, ShoeSoleSense
provides additional feedback by heating the feet and vibrating in
certain areas on the surface of the insole.

3 http://pdfaiw.uspto.gov/.aiw?PageNum=0&docid=20180326286
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Figure 2: VR Shoes setup: A) Interlink Electronics FSR 402,
B) 3.5 mm jack plug, C) Arduino Uno, D) USB connection to
PC, E) 10 kOhm Resistor
To ease research and product development in foot interaction
for VR, we present here a simple and inexpensive hard- and software. We contribute a "do it yourself" (DIY) solution to build and
implement VR shoes using Arduino4 interfaced with Unity3D5 .
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VR SHOES IMPLEMENTATION

The VR shoes explained here is based hardware using Arduino and
software using Unity3D. The hardware consists out of two sandallike soles, which are fastened with straps on the right and left foot.
Force Sensitive Resistors (FSR) of the type Interlink Electronics FSR
402 6 are attached to the heel of each sole enable to detect and
evaluate the pressure of the feet. A jack soldered to the outputs of
each sensor makes it easy to connect and disconnect the soles from
the Arduino. The soles are connected to separate analog input pins
on an Arduino Uno to separately capture and process the input data
from each foot as shown in Figure 3.
The tight attachment of the soles to the feet constantly causes
pressure input. Hence, a threshold of 0,49 V (numeric value 100) was
used for each FSR. This corresponds to an approximate mass load
of 50 g. If the system detects pressure on both sensors, it assumes
that the feet are not lifted and no movement happens. Once one
of the FSR sends a pressure signal above the threshold, the system
interprets a step event. To avoid unintended continuous movements,
the step event is only sent if the status differs from the previous one.
In summary, the VR shoes can capture the statuses no foot touches
the ground, left foot touches the ground, right foot touches the ground
and both feet touch the ground. These states are transmitted via a
serial protocol to Unity3D.
To demonstrate the VR shoes, a winter landscape scene in the
mountains using Unity 2018.2 and the Vive HMD was created. If
the status left or right foot touches the ground is received, the player
object in the scene moves forward. The head orientation of the user
controls the direction of movement.
The Arduino circuit, the Arduino code, and the Unity project
can be downloaded at GitLab (https://gitlab.com/GEVAKUB/diy_
4 https://www.arduino.cc/
5 https://unity3d.com

6 https://www.interlinkelectronics.com/fsr-402
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Figure 3: Arduino with pressure sensors for step detection
vr_shoes), and a read-me file explains step by step how to set up
the project.
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CONCLUSION

Here, we show how to build and implement low-cost VR shoes
aiming at supporting research on natural locomotion in VR while
keeping hands free for other interaction.
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